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Riparian Park to Refuge Trail Planning 

Questions and Answers 
Responses to questions are in italics 

  
1. Would you like the cost proposal in digital form as well?  If so, in a separate document or 

included in the proposal? 
 
Optional, we will go with traditional paper opening of bids for the opening. 
 

2. Will monthly invoices be allowed, re: p. 13, Section 2.B and 2.C 
 
Follow up - Monthly payments are ok. 
 

3. Will Alamosa coordinate the anticipated meetings with private landowners? 
 
Yes, with input on availability of consultants of course. 
 

4.  Do you envision river improvements such as water parks/play waves and/or new or 
 improved put ins/take outs?  

We put in a couple improved put in/take outs this year so progressing there. We do envision 
another one further downstream say at Cole Park eventually. Water parks, play waves etc 
are long term desires but the lack of rise and run and the ag focus/river dynamics here will 
make it challenging. This effort is more focused on connecting our disjointed trail 
systems/treasured open space areas. 

5.  I see there are hours included for the "Alamosa GIS Technician". Will Alamosa be able to 
provide us base maps of the river corridor and the 4 open space properties that we can use 
to develop our plans and concept designs? 

Let me check on this, I believe we can though we no longer have a GIS tech on staff at the 
moment. 

Follow up, yes on maps but our planning department would like to know specific map 
features/attributes you would be looking for.  

6. Were user groups and agency partners represented in the "Rio Work Groups" that you hope 
to revive? 

Yes, they were. Federal, State, non-profits. Similar mix as SLVGO stakeholders. Should serve 
as excellent focus groups or for some kind of feedback. 
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7. In Objective 1, are the 1-2 public events intended to be in person or virtual (or a 
combination)? 
 
In person but no reason to at least consider virtual. We will not try a combination. 
 
8. In Objective 2, how many public meetings do you anticipate? 
 
Not many, maybe 1-2? Consultant’s opinion will be considered as well. The City’s Comp plan 
update in 2018 and Revitalize the Rio community coalition have already expressed support 
for the effort. For example, “activating the Rio Grande Corridor” was the top priority from 
the public for the Parks and Recreation Dept. out of the comp plan feedback. 
 
9. In Objective 2, is the City intending the consultant to take the lead on outreach and 
meetings with private property owners? 
 
Someone else asked if we (the City) would facilitate these meetings. I answered yes, but, 
clearly consultant availability would be a factor. 
 
10. There is no instream improvements necessary, correct? 
 
Here is a previous similar question and response:  
 
“Do you envision river improvements such as water parks/play waves and/or new or 
improved put ins/take outs?  
 
We put in a couple improved put in/take outs this year so progressing there. We do envision 
another one further downstream say at Cole Park eventually. Water parks, play waves etc 
are long term desires but the lack of rise and run and the ag focus/river dynamics here will 
make it challenging. This effort is more focused on connecting our disjointed trail 
systems/treasured open space areas.” 
 
11. Exhibit C notes technical design and design services, but the proposal notes only 
planning services. What contracted services should be included? Specifically, do you need 
hours and budget for these three areas? 
 

 Designs for (4) Specific Sites 
 Plans, sketches, sections, details 
 Existing conditions, demo, construction staging plan, layout and materials, plantings, grading 

details & specs. 
 
We were looking to get estimates on all three areas you listed. Understanding 
resource/budget constraints – an appropriate level of detail is understood. Also important to 
note the majority of trail in the subject area is in place between the existing levee trails and 
open space sub trails systems; it’s connections like pedestrian bridge locations or 
surface/street bypasses that will need to be considered. This eliminates a lot of construction 
and design costs. 
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12. Would you be willing to extend the submission deadline? 
 
We will analyze if possible and let you know asap. 

 
Thank you, 

 
 
Andy Rice 
Director of Parks, Recreation & Library 
 

 
 

 
       


